Items in the Library of Congress **British Cartoon Prints Collection** collection have numbers beginning with PC 1, PC 2, or PC 3.

Search them at [http://lcweb2.loc.gov/pp/cpbrquery.html](http://lcweb2.loc.gov/pp/cpbrquery.html)

All PC1 items are available to UNLV students—if they’re not digitized:
1) Find the item number next to where it says PC1. (e.g. PC1—6224)
2) Go upstairs and find the microfilm drawer for UNLV Microfilms NE55.L7 A32x 1978
3) Identify the reel you need by finding the range of item numbers on the top of the box (e.g. the reel containing 6100-6800 will include 6224)
4) Load the reel. Set up the film so you can see the item numbers that are positioned over each image. Find your item number—your image should be right underneath.

Any PC2 and PC3 items that are not available online are not—they are on a microfilmed set UNLV does not own.

Caricature of a porcine clergyman and a skinny volunteer officer examining caricatures of themselves in what is probably William Holland's printing shop window. Parson Puzzletest is furious, but his companion, Capt. Ruiz, reacts with good humour.

Available online at [http://lcweb2.loc.gov/pp/cpbrquery.html](http://lcweb2.loc.gov/pp/cpbrquery.html)
Finding Secondary Sources

**LION**
- Choose “Criticism and Reference” from left side of screen
- To eliminate encyclopedia entries and web sites, select the Criticism link from where it says
  You are searching in **All Criticism and Reference**.
  Change your search to: All | Criticism | Reference | Web Sites
- Decide whether to search within the complete text of available articles, or just within the index records for articles. Searching index records will bring back fewer results, but they will usually be better focused on your topic.
  - Include journal full text in keyword search
- Every item has a citation, or “full record,” that gives you enough information to track it down in a library. Many articles also have links to the full text or to a PDF page image of the article. When no full text is linked, use the Get Text button to see if UNLV Libraries can offer access to a print or online copy of the journal or to a book or book chapter.

Also try **Art Full Text**, **Bibliography of the History of Art**, and **JSTOR** for criticism from art scholars.

Finding Cartoons & Caricatures

**ARTstor**
- Disable any pop-up blockers you may have installed (or add www.artstor.org as a permitted site)
- Launch the image browser (enable javascript if necessary)
- Choose Prints, then United Kingdom
- Use the search box in the upper right to Search Within this Category
- Double click an image to enlarge; click the caption for more information

**Eighteenth Century Collections Online**
- Choose Advanced Search
- Limit your search to **Illustrated Works Containing**: Cartoon (or Portrait or other category as appropriate); click return to browse or search for a keyword to narrow down your results
- Find the List of Illustrations link next to each result to link to image

**British Cartoon Prints Collection (Library of Congress).**
Online search: http://lcweb2.loc.gov/pp/cpbrquery.html

Descriptive records for the microfilmed collection *English cartoons and satirical prints 1320-1832 in the British Museum* are searchable online here. Also included in this search is the related collection *British Political and Social Caricatures, 1655-1832*, a checklist of the cartoons in the Prints & Photographs Division of the Library of Congress which are not in the public catalogs of the British Museum, London with digital images provided for many caricatures.

Some cartoons are described online but the actual images are only available in the microfilmed set - see the back of this flyer for details.


**Lewis Walpole Library Digital Collection**
http://lwimages.library.yale.edu/walpoleweb/

**OAIster** (via library database page)
Searches digitized university & museum collections